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Abstract: This research aims to investigate the curriculum adequacy description of study program towards the curriculum of vocational high school at once to describe the deficiency. The competency skills of this research consist of the Concrete-Stone Construction, Building Drawing Technique, Survey and Mapping Technique. The data collection is carried out by collecting the documentation, interviewing, and the Focus Group Discussion (FGD) by using the check list instrument, the guidelines of interview and FGD. The methodology uses the descriptive-quantitative analysis by percentage. The result shows that the curriculum adequacy on the undergraduate study program of Building Technique Program towards the curriculum of the Vocational High School is in amount of 67.63% for the Concrete-Stone Construction, 16.60% for the Wooden Construction, 62.71% for the Building Drawing Technique, and 75.00% for the Survey and Mapping.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The importance of skill and knowledge increasing of working generation for reaching or holding the economic competitiveness mainly to face the development globalization cause the educational and training system of vocation is as an important element of the economic development strategy of a country. Therefore, the role of vocational education and training is assumed as the key of economic development [1]. To discuss about the vocational education and training, it cannot be loosed from the Education Institution of Educational Staff (LPTK) as the printed institution of professional educational staff for the educational staff candidate on the whole educational and expertise level.

The graduates have to reference to the national standard which is fitted with the characterization of high education. The figure of graduates has to be reflected in the curriculum of Education Institution of Educational Staff (LPTK) that will be become as the base of expertise development regarding to the strata of his/ her profession expertise such as the First Teacher, the Young Teacher, the Madya Teacher, and the Main Teacher. Therefore, to carry out the development of high education curriculum, the LPTK has to remain the concept of best graduate for the cognitive as well as the affective competence concept [2]. The candidate of graduate teacher from LPTK has to be able to carry out the curriculum in each school and to become as the actor in the class [3]. For the LPTK mainly the Faculty of Engineering, the graduates have to be able to implement the curriculum in the Vocational High School (SMK) and have the competence to carry out the research [4]. This condition obliged the curriculum of LPTK is able to become as the base of the development and the implementation of the Vocational High School curriculum. The curriculum is seen important to be developed regarding to the sociocultural and technological change from time to time in order to be able to fulfil the demand of the student and the society [5].

The curriculum of Vocational High School is often changed regarding to the business and industrial world demand. It is not too surprised because to fulfil the global competition and challenge, there is needed the significant improvement of the vocational education and the training instruction based on the curriculum design due to the certain characteristic [6]. To see how often the change of vocational curriculum, the Education Institution of Educational Staff (LPTK) has to be more dynamic due to the development which is happened, based on the National Qualification Scheme of Indonesia (KKNI) as the role of Indonesian human resources and labor as it is presented in the Government Rule No. 8/2012.

There are two keywords in developing the Education Institution of Educational Staff (LPTK) such as the learning outcomes and qualification. The learning packaging achievement into the qualification level of the National Qualification Scheme of Indonesia (KKNI) is also important for the harmonization and cooperation of mutual recognition with the other country bilaterally as well as multilaterally. To develop the curriculum based on the descriptor of educational qualification level, is needed the learning outcome level starting from the university learning outcomes until the program learning outcomes and the course learning outcomes which are compared with the qualification level.
Therefore, it is important to understand how to formulate the learning outcomes for study program (which is mentioned as the graduates’ competence standard (SKL) and the specific lectures standard [7] in order to reach the vision, mission, development, and the educational level in LPTK consistently. The descriptor of KKNI in every level consists of three outcomes which are hoped. First, the skill (cognitive and psychometric) which is owned by the students after they have finishes their lectures program. Second, the content knowledge which underlies the skills possessed sp they can adapt with the change in the future. Third, the managerial ability of the skill and knowledge that have been dominated in order to be developed regarding to the professional demand including the entrepreneur ability [8].

The study program of Building Technique Program (PTB) is one of the study programs which requires attending the content of curriculum because the graduate of the study program will become as teacher in some expertise competence in the High School Vocational that is the Concrete Stone Construction Engineering, Wooden Construction Engineering, Building Drawing Engineering, Survey and Mapping. This study program is demanding the mind set change from what will be taught by the teacher into the ability that has to be owned by the students including the work behaviour [2]. The breadth of coverage which has to be fulfilled by the study program of Building Technique Program (PTB) is demanding to carry out the evaluation of curriculum so the relevance stay maintained [9]. The postgraduate curriculum of Building Technique Program has to be designed based on the specific competence such as entrepreneur competence [8], the competence which is based on the market or business and industrial world [7]. It can be meant that the main orientation of Vocational High School graduates is to work or entrepreneurship independently regarding to their vocational field [8]. Therefore, the vocational education system is developed to be oriented on the system that is developed in the business and industrial world so the learning model at least closes to the situation and condition which is real in the business and industrial world and supports to carry out the carrier adaptation [10].

The educational reformation of vocational high school that has been rolled out, takes changes mainly on the development paradigm orientation of vocational high school which is market driven and based on the standard of applicable work competence in the industry and the graduates or drop out who is able to be working independently or entrepreneurship or filling the work formation in the field [8]. In addition, it is carried out to anticipate the occurrence of development and acceleration in the world technological and economical changes that is global and impact on the human resources demand which has the excellence and competence standard as required by the business and industrial world circles.

The vocational education has to be supported by the good or suitable curriculum regarding to the demand of business and industrial world. The applicable curriculum now is the curriculum 2013. On the vocational education, the curriculum 2013 is integrated with the spectrum 2017. The curriculum of vocational high school 2013 describes field coverage of building that consists of the expert competence of Concrete Stone Construction Engineering, Wooden Construction Engineering, Building Drawing Engineering, Survey and Mapping [11].

The process of curriculum construction needs the basic data as the references. One of them is the curriculum adequacy of Education Institution of Educational Staff (LPTK) especially the study program of Building Technique Program (PTB) towards the vocational high school curriculum based on the competence which is owned as the reference for the curriculum relevance and development.

II. MATERIAL AND METHOD

This research uses the quantitative-descriptive research design by analyzing the curriculum content of Building Technique Program (PTB) postgraduate study program, Faculty of Engineering, State University of Surabaya which is related with the curriculum content of the related vocational high school. The analysis unit of this research is the curriculum of Building Technique Program (PTB) postgraduate study program and the curriculum of vocational high school on the competence of Concrete Stone Construction Engineering, Wooden Construction Engineering, Building Drawing Engineering, Survey and Mapping.

The technique of data collecting in this research consists of documentation, interview by instrument check list, and the interview guidance. In addition, it is carried out the activity of Focus Group Discussion (FGD). Then the data is analyzed by using the qualitative and quantitative analysis [12]. The first analysis is the quantitative descriptive one which is used for obtaining the curriculum adequacy. Then, the second analysis is the qualitative descriptive one which is used for describe the deficiency of curriculum, in what part is necessary to be added or reduced or removed.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The curriculum adequacy on the postgraduate study program of Building Technique Program (PTB) towards the curriculum of vocational high school with the competence of Concrete Stone Construction Engineering is 67.63%. This adequacy is including the competence of analyzing simple construction, drawing the construction implementation, compiling construction cost budget, using the hand equipment and electrical mechanic on the stone and concrete construction, examining the building material, carrying out the construction measurement carrying out ironing work, carrying out concrete casting, and carrying out the building finishing. However, the competence that has not been in the study program curriculum is to manage the construction work, to carry out the scaffolding work, to carry out the printed concrete, and to carry out the highway work. The competence that does not exist yet is very important because it contents the practice in field so it has to be owned by the teacher candidate of vocational high school [13]. The curriculum adequacy of Building Technique Program (PTB) postgraduate study program towards the vocational high school curriculum of Wooden Construction Engineering is 46.60%. This adequacy is including the adequacy in the competence of designing the wooden construction work, carrying out work drawing and the list of wooden construction work component, carrying out the wood connection, using the hand and electrical equipment, using the static mechanical tool, making sills, door, and wood window, and finishing the wood construction.
However, the competence that has not yet fulfilled in the study program curriculum is the competence of analyzing the material need of wood construction work, building the wood easel horse, installing the scaffolding, installing the wood formwork, installing the timber frame and the wall cover from wood and partitions, installing the wood sills on the building, installing the door/ window on the wood sills, installing glass on the sills/ door/ window, installing the wood railing, installing the plafonds frame and cover, installing the simple portal system of roof frame and easel horse system. Some of these competencies are very important, remembering the competencies are demanding the student to be able to explore their ideas to accomplish their tasks [14].

The curriculum adequacy of Building Technique Program (PTB) postgraduate study program towards the vocational high school curriculum of Building Drawing Technique is 62.71%. This adequacy is including the competence to compile the manual drawing layout, drawing the design of bean reinforced concrete, drawing the floor construction and building wall, drawing the sills, door, and window construction, drawing the floor plat design, drawing the stairs construction, drawing the ceiling of the house construction, drawing the roof construction, and drawing the building utility. However, the competence that has not yet fulfilled in the study program curriculum is the competence of drawing the retaining wall, drawing the lay out of interior and exterior decoration, drawing the house, office, and public room interior decoration, applying the building interior and exterior design, applying the building finishing material and designing the room partition. The competencies can stimulate the student to be more creative. Being creative needs an open mind. Craft [15] mentions that creativity needs to be open for accepting the unknown and the unexpected facts or ideas, to connect between unconnected ideas and integrate different ways of thinking, to hold the paradox of form, to hold the tension between safety and risk and be willing to receive criticisms.

Curriculum adequacy on the postgraduate study program of Building Technique Program (PTB) towards the curriculum of Vocational High School for Survey and Mapping is 75.00%. The result is aligned with the research result of Ridwan and Nafi [16] which presented that the curriculum relevance between study program and vocational high school is 78.57%. The adequacy of this research result is including the adequacy in the competence to understand the basic of survey and mapping, to implement the basic work of survey and mapping, to apply the basic of engineering drawing, to apply the safety and health of work, to understand type of optical measurement tool, to use the optical type tool, to apply the reading manner of signs measure, to apply the manner of measure list filling, to understand the manner of data collecting, to apply the vertical position measurement, to implement the horizontal position measurement, to carry out the topography mapping measurement, to carry out the civil engineering survey measurement, to apply the standard of measurement system, to analyze the data regarding to the standard which can be accepted for the certain need, to converse the data from one system to the other system, to correct the truth of data, and to identify the consumer demand. However, the competence which is not available in the study program curriculum is to compile the budget plan of the survey and mapping cost, to optimize the functions of program calculator for the basic formula of survey and mapping, to determine the azimuth by sun observing and Geodetic Positin System (GPS), to maintain the optical type tool, to implement the fotogrametry, and to make the mapping result of fotogrametry work. The competence which is not available, is due to the program study has not had the tool for carrying out the learning program which is aligned with the research result of Ridwan and Nafi [16] which presented that tool is becoming as an important thing in the study program curriculum Building Technique Program (PTB) especially the subject of Geodesy.

IV. CONCLUSION

Based on the data analysis and discussion above, the conclusion is as follow:

a. The curriculum adequacy on the postgraduate study program of Building Technique Program (PTB) towards the Vocational High School curriculum with the expert competence of Concrete Stone Construction Engineering is 67.63%. The competence which has to be added is in managing the construction work, to carry out the scaffolding work, to carry out the printed concrete, and to carry out the highway work.

b. The curriculum adequacy on the postgraduate study program of Building Technique Program (PTB) towards the Vocational High School curriculum with the expert competence of Wood Construction Engineering is 46.60%. The competence which has to be added is the competence of analyzing the material need of wood construction work, building the wood easel horse, installing the scaffolding, installing the wood formwork, installing the timber frame and the wall cover from wood and partition, installing the wood sills on the building, installing the door/ window on the wood sills, installing glass on the sills/ door/ window, installing the wood railing, installing the plafonds frame and cover, installing the simple portal system of roof frame and easel horse system.

c. The curriculum adequacy on the postgraduate study program of Building Technique Program (PTB) towards the Vocational High School curriculum with the expert competence of Building Drawing Technique is 62.71%. The competence which has to be added is the competence of drawing the retaining wall, drawing the lay out of interior and exterior decoration, drawing the house, office, and public room interior decoration, applying the building interior and exterior design, applying the building finishing material and designing the room partition.

d. The curriculum adequacy on the postgraduate study program of Building Technique Program (PTB) towards the Vocational High School curriculum with the expert competence of Survey and Mapping is 75.00%. The competence which has to be added is to compile the budget plan of the survey and mapping cost, to optimize the functions of program calculator for the basic formula of survey and mapping, to determine the azimuth by sun observing and Geodetic Positin System (GPS), to maintain the optical type tool, to implement the fotogrametry, and to make the mapping result of fotogrametry work.
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